Performance Module

Datasheet

Ensure Your Site Is Performing Optimally and Meeting With Industry Standards
Make your website faster and see how it is experienced by visitors in different locations and those
using different devices and network speeds.
Monsido’s Performance module eliminates the guesswork involved in speeding up your website by
automatically identifying elements that are slowing it down so you can take targeted measures to
improve its performance.
Using Google’s Lighthouse API open-source auditing tool for developers, the module allows you to
audit your web pages for metrics such as first paint, first meaningful content paint, and time to
interactive, in order to identify any lag and improve your visitors’ experience.

Key Features
Google Lighthouse Score
See how your site is performing right now
by getting a Lighthouse score from 0-100.
Experience Your Pages As Your
Visitors Experience Them
Experience your web pages as your visitors
experience them by creating user profiles
that mirror your most common visitors.
See How Your Pages Perform On
Different Devices, Locations, and
Internet Speeds
Ensure your web pages are performing
optimally for all your visitors by seeing how
they function on different devices, network
speeds, and in a variety of locations.
Detailed Reports with Actionable
Optimization Suggestions
Get regular reports detailing actionable and
easy to understand recommendations and
opportunities for optimizing your website.
Performance Timeline
See how your pages’ performance evolves
over time and identify performance gaps.

Book a
Free
Demo
www.monsido.com/request-demo

About Monsido

Speed Up Your Website

Monsido is a fast-growing software
company founded in 2014 that provides a
one-stop web governance solution
designed to give website visitors a
superior browsing experience. Our
time-saving auditing tool provides
accurate and insightful information that
helps organizations work with confidence
to identify accessibility and quality
assurance issues. This enables them to
optimize their online presence and ensure
compliance with legal requirements.
Monsido has offices in the United States,
United Kingdom, Australia, and Denmark.
For more information, visit
www.monsido.com

Automatically audit your site for elements that are slowing it down so you can take steps to improve
load time, visitor experience, SEO rankings, and more.

Remove Bottlenecks and See Your Performance Improve
Identify where visitors to your site are losing engagement and uncover hidden bottlenecks that may be
hindering your site’s overall speed and performance.

See How Pages Perform for Different User Profiles
See how your site performs for visitors in different locations and those using different network speeds
and devices.

Understand How Your Pages Look to Your Visitors When They Are Loading
See how quickly the contents of your pages are visibly populated for different visitor profiles and get a
detailed Lighthouse performance score.

Get Shareable Reports Detailing Optimization Opportunities
A visual performance timeline lets you see how your pages are performing and regular shareable
reports detail recommendations and opportunities for optimization.
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